Iwe solenoid 2008 f150

The 4WD system of your Ford F can fail to engage due to any of the following reasons:. This
article will also cover how you can troubleshoot and diagnose the 4WD problem without any
tools, as well as other common 4WD problems found on the F Ford Pickup. You just need to
understand how the 4WD system works and where to look. The purpose of this test is to make
sure you have vacuum pressure and the hoses are void of any leaks and cracks. The first thing
you want to do is locate the solenoid. It is usually situated on the passenger side of the truck
next to the battery. What you want to accomplish is, test the vacuum line for pressure. So to test
for vacuum, you need to remove the vacuum hoses from the solenoid which is located against
the firewall. There are 2x vacuum hoses held together with a black plastic housing. The one line
check valve should have permanent vacuum when the engine is running. The second hose
should only have vacuum pressure once 4WD is engaged. That would provide permanent
vacuum when the engine is switched on and sucks the diaphragm from the IWE back in,
allowing the front wheels to rotate freely. The transfer case shift motor was quite troublesome
and problematic in earlier models of the F life. To test if the actuator is meshing and engaging,
remove both lines and with the front still raised, the front CV shafts should be engaged and be
rotating as well. When there is vacuum in the lines the hubs will disengage and the truck will be
in 2WD and once the vacuum pressure is activated the 4WD will be engaged once the hub and
actuator spline are engaged. Before you run any tests make sure the bottom vacuum lines are
connected back up. DO NOT connect the top vacuum lines. Next, start up the truck in 2WD and
test for vacuum pressure from the top pipe. There should be vacuum pressure. Next, with the
car in Park, engage 4WD and test for vacuum. There should be no vacuum on the top pipe. That
will determine if the solenoid is actually working without any fancy electrical equipment. In
many cases, moisture is the cause of the solenoid failing. Replace with the new design with the
hood to prevent moisture damage from reoccurring. So, to further diagnose, remember when
the truck is in 2WD mode there should be vacuum on the bigger hose down below. The front
driveshaft should not rotate when you turn the tire. Only once 4WD is engaged, should the CV
and front drive-shafts rotate. If there is strong vacuum and the drive-shafts are still rotating,
there is possibly a problem on the wheel end with the actuator that engages the hub. This will
require you to remove the front wheels and investigate a bit further. The solenoid is usually
situated on the passenger side of the engine bay behind the battery, mounted against the
firewall. When the truck is in 2WD mode, which it should be when driving on a high traction
surface like pavement or highway roads, the vacuum is active and disengages the front hubs by
means of the front actuators sucking. Once the vacuum is lost and the actuator cannot
disengage the front hubs, they will lose pressure and automatically engage, shredding the hub
gear. This is when you will experience the grinding and metal on metal jerking effect since there
is no more vacuum on the lines to disable 2WD mode on the front hubs. The wheel will need to
be removed and stripped to inspect what the actual problem is. If any moisture got into the
solenoid and managed to cause damage, that will need replacement too. The problem results in
intermittent grinding from one or both of the front wheels while driving. Loud metal on metal
and shuddering sensations are also reported. So basically this means there has been a loss or
drop in vacuum pressure somewhere in the 4WD vacuum system. This can be caused by any of
the following:. Now the grinding noise you are hearing is when the vacuum system losses
pressure and the hub is engaging while you are driving causing the metal hub and spline to
grind. This causes a vibration and rock in the rotor. Often times the sensation can be felt
through the steering. You can test the IWE by jacking the front of your vehicle up while the
engine is running. Make sure the drivetrain is in 2WD mode first. The front driveshaft should
NOT turn with the wheel since the vacuum line is pressurized, thus keeping the hubs open and
the truck in 2WD by sending all the power to the rear axle. Next, engage the 4H and repeat the
test. The drive-shafts should now move with the wheel. Test both front wheels again. If the
wheel rotates with the driveshaft and the truck is in 4H you have a problem with the IWE on that
wheel. If you are experiencing a problem with a grinding noise coming from the front of your
vehicle while accelerating then this section is for you. The problem can occur without any prior
warning signs. The problem happens randomly and for longer periods each time. In the case of
the automatic transmission, the truck might refuse to shift up to a higher gear and will require
you to manually shift up. The problem again is more than likely the IWE. There is a service
bulletin regarding the replacement of a faulty IWE Service Bulletin which you can read here:.
Basically, The IWE requires constant vacuum pressure to keep the drivetrain in 2wd mode. The
audible grinding noise is the metal hub trying to engage the front driveshaft, hence the metallic
grating noise. F Vacuum Hub locking Solenoid I must say for such a high-tech well-packaged
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Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. For the uninitiated, it is important to understand what IWE is.
Vehicles with this system have a low range gearbox and manual or automatic transfer gearbox.
Vehicles with 4WD can often be distinguished by special attributes: higher ground clearance on
expensive versions of SUV it can be a height-adjustable suspension , good angles of
cross-country ability, they are the same angles of entry at the front and exit â€” at the back,
which allows you to climb and descend slopes and move over obstacles. So when your engine
is not running and you park every time you turn off your engine, it is going to push the spline
wheel this third piece over under the axle. It sucks it over onto the hub side and puts it in all. It
unlocks the wheel which is what you would want in two-wheel drive. Automatic transmission
solenoid is a solenoid valve regulator that performs the work of closing and opening the oil
channel. Its operation is controlled by an ECU, which sends continuous electrical impulses with
a certain frequency. The solenoid controls the oil pressure on specific clutch bundles by
quickly shifting gears or removing the hydraulic transformer lock. Transmission solenoid is
responsible for the control of gearbox modes. The solenoid or solenoid valve is generally
located in the hydraulic valve plate, the hydraulic block. In the hydraulic block it is inserted into
the channel, where it is fastened with a bolt or a special pressure plate. At the other end, it is
connected to the control unit by means of a loop or wiring plug. The actuator solenoid is
responsible for the transmission of signals between the hydraulic and electrical systems. It
connects them by means of its functions. And often, this integration causes faults that are
detected by the computer. There are at least four solenoids in the automatic transmission unit.
Their number depends on the complexity of the circuit and the number of steps. Cables and
loops often cause solenoids to break, so they are replaced as quickly as the solenoid. IWE ones
are located behind the battery on the firewall. Thus, hub is the detail to which you screw the
wheel. The wheel hub is the second part, hidden from your eyes, attached to the shaft. However,
the design of the hub of the front wheel is a little more complicated than it seems at first sight.
The hub in a car should not simply duplicate the rotation of the shaft. Otherwise, manufacturers
would not complicate the design and banal change its shape. It sits on the shaft body and is
attached to its rotating part, transmitting its rotation to the wheels by means of ball bearings.
This allows part of the load to be removed from the wheel during braking and acceleration.
Vacuum pulls the hub up to 2WD, and the absence of vacuum outputs it to 4WD by default. To
check the all-wheel drive, put one front wheel on the jack. Then rotate the front cardan by hand.
Note that the raised wheel must also rotate. If the wheel is spinning, try to hold it by hand by
simulating some of the road load. The wheel will stop and you will hear crunchy parts if the
clutch components are faulty. Check the second wheel drive in the same way. If there are any
malfunctions, disassemble the clutch and inspect the All Wheel Drive Automatic Activation ring.
If the ring breaks due to the wear, replace it without changing the clutch assembly. Check
all-wheel drive visually. First turn the rudder to some side. Then you should take a close look at
the inside. If a corrugated rubber-coated part enters the center of the wheel, this will indicate the
front drive. Now take a look at the rear axle. You should go around the vehicle and look at the
bottom. If there is a thickening in the middle of the beam or parts with the same rubber coating
as the front wheel, this will indicate all-wheel drive. Look at the 4WD light bulb â€” it should

blink and light green when all-wheel drive is on. The light should not indicate a malfunction
when the motor is off. Also, turn off the 4WD and position the car so that one wheel does not
come into contact with the road surface. Then turn on the four-wheel drive. This is not a difficult
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